WASTE GLASS PROCESSING

REDWAVE
Enhanced dark glass
recovery technology
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Redwave,
a leading
manufacturer of
sensor-based sorting
machines for the recycling
and waste industry, presents its
most recent development in glass
recycling, which has increased the
detection rate of dark and thick glass pieces,
which can be improved by more than 50 per
cent, without losses when it comes
to semi-coloured glass or thin porcelain.

G

lass recycling in Europe
has become a signiﬁcant
industry. By using highend sorting technologies such
as X-ray ﬂuorescence and LED
camera systems, a recycling rate
of glass of up to 74 per cent
can be achieved in current glass
recycling facilities. The obtained
recycled glass can be used as a
substitute for the glass re-melt
industry in the production of new
glass containers.
Until now, the sorting process in such a recycling facility
has caused a signiﬁcant loss of
good cullet especially into the
CSP reject stream (Ceramics,
Stone and Porcelain) with glass
contents of up to 90 per cent.
The reason for this signiﬁcant
loss in glass is the result of outdated sorting techniques. Due to
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the low transmission value, dark
and thick glass pieces cannot be
distinguished from CSP and are
ejected along with the CSP by

114

optical sorters. This results in
lower output rates and increased
disposal costs for the CSP reject
stream due to the higher volume.
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Redwave has taken on this
challenge and through continuous research and development
of its glass sorting sensors and
software, it has achieved excellent detection rates of dark glass.
Detection of dark glass has
improved by more than 50 per
cent, while there have been no
losses when it comes to semicoloured glass or thin porcelain.
This new Redwave sensor and
software can easily be upgraded
thus eliminating incurring costs
on facility extensions and avoid
the need to purchase additional
sorting machines.

FURTHER
POSSIBILITIES OF USE
Establishment of an independent level for recovery of glass
from CSP-rejects of existing
plants.
Redwave offers the possibility
to sustainably reduce losses of
glass in facilities through brandnew machines and upgrade packages and eventually adds an invaluable contribution to the increase
of productivity rates in plants.
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